
Stick with Love Table Topper	




Hi Quilting Friend! 

Here is our next Quilting your Legacy Table Topper Club Sewing Guide! 

I am excited to share my latest Table Topper pattern, “Stick with Love." 

As a little secret (again), I wanted to inform you that the Quilting your 
Legacy Monthly Challenge Facebook Group will celebrate "Autumn in 
August." 

As a gesture of appreciation for being amazing, I am offering a helping 
hand if you decide to share your finished project in the Facebook group to 
enter to win a Fat Quarter Bundle Pack from Norton House Quilting.
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Let's have fun and enjoy each other's company while we create something 
beautiful together. Please read this letter in its entirety.

I look forward to sewing the  “Stick with Love" Table Topper with you.

See you on August 6th at 10 am Eastern time.

What to do first:

Step 1) Read the pattern provided entirely 

Step 2) Cut out your fabrics 

Step 3) Wait until August 6th at 10 am to sew together.


👉 Gather your Fabrics: 
1. Stick Fabrics (Autumn colors in the fabric kit):  

	 * Assortment of 12 - 2 1/2” x the length of fabric on the bolt


2. Accent Fabric (Blue in the fabric kit): 

	  * 3 - 1 1/2” x the length of fabric on the bolt


3. Center Squares Fabric (Mix of square fabrics in the fabric 
kit) 

	 * 12 - 2 1/2” squares
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👉 What to cut:



Stick Fabrics: (assortment of autumn fabrics in the kit)


 Cut 1 from each of the 12 fabrics - 2 1/2” x 7 1/2

 Cut 2 from each of the 12 fabrics - 2 1/2” x 9 1/2


Accent Fabric - Thin Stick fabric:  (blue fabric in kit):


 12 - 1 1/2” x 9 1/2” 


Center Fabric Squares: (square fabric panels)


 12 - 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” squares
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Just a recap on what is suggested before Sunday’s meeting:


1. Cut out your fabric pieces.


2. Please be sure your sewing machine is clean and ready to go—a fresh, 
newly wound bobbin.


3. You do not have to sew along. You could watch and enjoy the 
entertainment and then watch the recordings later to sew the Table 
Topper. There will be a recording for your pleasure. 


In case no one has told you today, I want to remind you that you are loved, and 
talented, and your quilted projects are valuable to the world. You are 
exceptional! It's a pleasure for me to join your Quilting your Legacy journey. 

Cheers to you, Legacy Quilter! It’s time we Quilt your Legacy!

-Emily  

Time: September 4th, 2023, at 6 pm eastern time


